Abstract-Mapping blood perfusion quantitatively allows localization of abnormal physiology and can improve understanding of disease progression. Dynamic contrast-enhanced ultrasound is a low-cost, real-time technique for imaging perfusion dynamics with microbubble contrast agents. Previously, we have demonstrated another contrast agentspecific ultrasound imaging technique, acoustic angiography, which forms static anatomical images of the superharmonic signal produced by microbubbles. In this work, we seek to determine whether acoustic angiography can be utilized for high resolution perfusion imaging in vivo by examining the effect of acquisition rate on superharmonic imaging at low flow rates and demonstrating the feasibility of dynamic contrast-enhanced superharmonic perfusion imaging for the first time. Results in the chorioallantoic membrane model indicate that frame rate and frame averaging do not affect the measured diameter of individual vessels observed, but that frame rate does influence the detection of vessels near and below the resolution limit. The highest number of resolvable vessels was observed at an intermediate frame rate of 3 Hz using a mechanically-steered prototype transducer. We also demonstrate the feasibility of quantitatively mapping perfusion rate in 2D in a mouse model with spatial resolution of~100 lm. This type of imaging could provide non-invasive, high resolution quantification of microvascular function at penetration depths of several centimeters.
INTRODUCTION
By combining quantitative measurements of physiology with the anatomical localization in traditional medical imaging, high resolution quantitative imaging may both increase diagnostic confidence and improve our understanding of disease processes. The ability to quantitatively map blood perfusion using existing techniques already provides great value in clinical settings, as mapping local hemodynamics lends insight into progression of cancers of the liver, 23, 70 kidney, 53 and pancreas 26, 29 as well as cardiovascular 25, 62 and cerebrovascular disease, 9, 67 and obstetrics. 1, 55 While blood perfusion dynamics are currently quantified in vivo using ultrasound, CT, MRI, and nuclear medicine, 10, 20, 49 resolution is currently limited to 200-500 lm for most clinical ultrasound systems, 54 600 lm for CT, 53~1 .6 mm for MRI, 47 and 5-10 mm for SPECT. 20 Alternatively, optical and photoacoustic approaches to vascular imaging have demonstrated spatial resolutions of~7 and~50 lm, respectively, but penetration depths are limited to~1 and~3 mm respectively. 32, 72 Ultrasound has been particularly useful as a relatively inexpensive, real-time imaging modality which neither exposes patients to ionizing radiation nor utilizes nephrotoxic contrast agents. Most clinical ultrasound systems are capable of performing 2D perfusion imaging with resolutions of~500 lm at penetration depths of 5-7 cm, 54 though some preclinical systems achieve higher resolutions. 15 In dynamic contrast-enhanced ultrasound imaging, variations in perfusion are quantified by injecting a bolus of microbubbles and analyzing the time-intensity curve (i.e. ''wash-in'' or ''wash-out''), or by infusing contrast agent, transmitting an ultrasound pulse that is destructive to microbubbles, and measuring the reperfusion characteristics. 10 These perfusion characteristics can be mapped by forming parametric images of the time required to reach a threshold enhancement (e.g., time to peak enhancement or time to 20% of peak) on a per-pixel basis. 26, 30, 61 Recently, several research groups have demonstrated super-resolution approaches which enable imaging and velocity mapping at resolutions much higher (~20 lm) than typical diffraction-limited ultrasound imaging based on the superposition of microbubbles in many thousands of high-frame rate acquisitions. 7, 12, 35, 51, 66 However, because these techniques seek to localize single bubbles over thousands of sequential acquisitions, they require acquisition and processing of very large amounts of data, and remain very challenging to implement in real-time. Alternatively, other researchers have recently presented new microbubble-based approaches for characterizing microvascular morphology. 31, 43, 46 While microbubbles allow direct tracking of hemodynamics by serving as strong acoustic scatterers within vasculature, Dopplerbased techniques for imaging blood flow have been in wide clinical use for decades without the use of exogenous contrast agents. 3, 52 However, the filters utilized in Doppler imaging to remove slow-moving signals from vessel walls also typically eliminate slower velocity blood flow signals. Several techniques for perfusion imaging at slow flow rates without microbubbles have recently been developed. 33, 63 In addition, two commercial manufacturers have recently introduced techniques for high resolution, low flow imaging 16, 64 which are currently under clinical investigation. 8, 71 Our group has previously demonstrated a high-resolution (~100 lm) approach for imaging microvascular structure based on the superharmonic signal produced by microbubbles. [17] [18] [19] 58 By transmitting at a lower frequency (<6 MHz) and receiving at much higher frequencies ( ‡20 MHz), microbubble-generated signals having amplitudes many times higher than tissue signals can be acquired, producing images of microvascular anatomy with high contrast-to-tissue ratios (CTR) of approximately 25 dB. 39, 40 However, this technique is also at least partially destructive to microbubbles, 38 making it challenging to use superharmonic signals from microbubbles to image hemodynamics. In spite of this limitation, we have recently demonstrated the ability to perform molecular imaging of microbubbles bound to endothelial cell markers, 41, 59 suggesting that other techniques which require reception of superharmonic signals arising from repeated pulsing of the same population of microbubbles may also be possible. Extending this superharmonic approach to dynamic perfusion imaging might increase resolution and improve rejection of tissue signals relative to current ultrasound perfusion imaging techniques.
In this article, we seek to determine whether acoustic angiography (superharmonic ultrasound imaging) can be utilized for high resolution perfusion imaging in vivo. This is assessed by first examining the effect of acquisition rate on quantitative image-derived measurements in a slow flow environment, the developing chicken embryo. This model allows for assessment of image quality at low perfusion rates and informs the acquisition rate necessary to image various perfusion rates in vivo. Secondly, in order to assess feasibility within a broader set of flow scenarios, the application of dynamic superharmonic perfusion imaging is demonstrated in a mouse model.
MATERIALS AND METHODS

Imaging System
In this work, we utilized a prototype dual-frequency transducer consisting of an outer annular element used for transmitting at 4 MHz and a central 30 MHz element for receiving microbubble signals (Fig. 1) . 19 This mechanically-steered probe has a fixed axial focus of 12.7 mm and connects to a high-frequency pre-clinical imaging system (VisualSonics Vevo 770, Toronto, ON, Canada) in order to form sector scan images (25.0 mm 9 24.3 mm) at frame rates from 1-10 frames/s. The transducer is mounted on a computercontrolled motion stage which translates the probe in the elevation direction in order to acquire a 3D volume. For all imaging described in this article, the peak negative pressure was 1.2 MPa (MI = 0.6, non-derated).
Varying Acquisition Rate in the Chorioallantoic
Membrane Model
The chorioallantoic membrane (CAM) in the developing chicken embryo was used in order to examine the dependence of spatial resolution on frame rate in small vessels (both resolvable and sub-resolution vessels) in vivo while comparing with a resolution gold standard, optical microscopy. The chorioallantoic membrane, which allows gas exchange to the developing chicken embryo, has easily accessible superficial networks of fine vasculature. This model has been used in several previous contrast-enhanced ultrasound studies as well as numerous other studies in develop-mental biology and angiogenesis. 13, 43, 48, 56, 60 Acquiring images at frame rates which are slower than the local reperfusion rate is expected to allow increased microbubble reperfusion and yield imaging volumes having a greater number of smaller vessels, including sub-resolution vessels. By increasing the acquisition frame rate and using frame averaging, acquired imaging volumes are expected to have higher contrast but only contain vessels which were reperfused between acquisitions, typically larger vessels.
Fertilized chicken eggs (broiler line, Ross 708, North Carolina State Chicken Educational Unit, Raleigh, NC, USA) were refrigerated at 6°C for 3-7 days prior to incubation. Embryos were incubated in ovo at 37.5°C with 70% relative humidity for 3 days, rotating every 4 h using an automated egg rocker (Model 4200/3200, Farm Innovators, Plymouth, IN, USA). After 3 days of incubation, eggs were cracked and embryos transferred to disposable containers 57 and incubated for 14 days at 37.5°C, 70% humidity, and 2.0% CO 2 (NAPCO 8000 Series, Thermo Scientific, Waltham, MA, USA). After growing to day 14 (Hamburger and Hamilton stage 39-40 21 ), the vitelline vein was cannulated to inject 10 1 microbubbles/mL at 0.167 lL/min using a calibrated syringe pump (PHD2000, Harvard Apparatus, Holliston, MA, USA). At this stage of development, vessel diameters are expected to range from <10 lm to greater than 1 mm for the largest vessels. 37, 45 Lipidshelled microbubbles used in this work were synthesized in-house using a 9:1 molar ratio of DSPC and DSPE-PEG2000 (Avanti Polar Lipids, Alabaster, AL, USA) as previously described 59 and had a mean diameter of 1.1 lm. During imaging, the embryo was held in a custom device to ensure the embryo remained in a single plane and to facilitate coupling of the transducer to the adjacent CAM structure with ultrasound gel. Three-dimensional imaging was performed using the transducer in Fig. 1 with a step size of 100 lm and a total extent of 20 mm. In-plane imaging length was 25 mm with a pixel size of 50 lm. Three volumes were acquired from each embryo at acquisition rates of 1.5, 3.0, and 4.0 frames/s with 2-frame averaging. After ultrasound imaging, the embryo was viewed and photographed through a microscope (94 magnification, Olympus SZH-ILLK, Tokyo, Japan). A 1.6 mm-diameter ball bearing served as a reference object to determine the scale (Fig. 2b) . 12 embryos were imaged using this approach.
Acquired acoustic angiography imaging volumes were segmented from the imaging volumes using centerline extraction via height ridge traversal with manually-defined seed points. 2 Briefly, after manually seeding, a vessel centerline is identified by integrating over a tubular object, then boundaries are determined, providing a vessel radius at each point along the centerline. This approach has been used for a variety of modalities including magnetic resonance angiography, computed tomography, and ultrasound. 2 For each acquisition rate, the following metrics were determined: number of vessels per imaging volume, mean vessel diameter, vessel tortuosity (distance metric 4 ), and image intensity.
Perfusion Imaging in the Mouse Model
In order to assess the feasibility of dynamic superharmonic imaging, we acquired a cine loop of images in a single plane in five 12-week-old female C3(1)/Tag mice. These mice typically develop tumors at 16 weeks. Mice are expected to exhibit peak blood flow velocities which are approximately 59 the maximum value in a 15-dayold chicken embryo (up to 250 mm/s in the mouse carotid compared to 10-50 mm/s in the chicken embryo), 6, 42 and thus within ranges more relevant to those found in human imaging (i.e. from~1 mm/s up to hundreds of mm/s). 69 Mice were anesthetized with isoflurane and body temperature was maintained using a heated imaging stage. All animal studies were performed in accordance with the Institutional Care and Use Committee at the University of North Carolina-Chapel Hill. A solution of 5 9 10 9 microbubbles/mL was delivered at 30 lL/min using the same syringe pump FIGURE 1. The prototype dual-frequency transducer used in this work is mechanically steered to acquire in-plane images (red arrow). The entire probe is then translated in the elevation direction using a computer-controlled motion stage to acquire 3D imaging data sets (blue arrow). The central element operates at 30 MHz (receive), and the outer annular element operates at 4 MHz (transmit).
described previously. 100 frames were acquired in a single plane during microbubble wash-in, which is the maximum number of frames that can be stored by the imaging system. Following this acquisition, a 3D acoustic angiography volume was acquired using a motion stage to translate the transducer in the elevation direction with a step size of 100 lm while infusing 5 9 10 9 microbubbles/mL at 30 lL/min for approximately 150 s. The single slice cine was processed offline by mapping the intensity of each pixel over the entire acquisition time, then determining the time required to reach 20% of peak enhancement for each pixel (Matlab, The Mathworks, Natick, MA). These times were then inverted to create maps of perfusion rate in 1/s. Perfusion maps were created for all 5 mice and the relationship between vessel diameter and perfusion rate was examined by measuring the vessel diameter and mean perfusion rate of vessels in ImageJ (NIH, Bethesda, MD).
RESULTS
Varying Acquisition Rate in the Chorioallantoic
In comparing the mean diameters of all vessels measured in optical photographs and acoustic angiography volumes (Fig. 2) , acoustic angiography lacks the spatial resolution to resolve the smaller vessels observed optically, as the minimum diameter measured in acoustic angiography volumes was 119 ± 27 lm, relative to 65 ± 11 lm optically. While the vessel diameters were very similar in acoustic angiography volumes acquired at different frame rates (p = 0.39 between 1.5 and 3 Hz; p = 0.34 between 3 and 4 Hz, 2-frame averaging; p = 0.89 between 1.5 and 4 Hz, 2-frame averaging), the 3 frames/s acquisitions show higher variance than either of the other two, and the highest mean number of vessels. Alternatively, acquiring at 4 frames/s with 2-frame averaging yields much lower variance. Mean vessel tortuosity (Fig. 3b) is similar across all acquisition rates (p = 0.26 between 1.5 and 3 Hz; p = 0.84 between 3 and 4 Hz, 2-frame averaging; p = 0.31 between 1.5 and 4 Hz, 2-frame averaging). Finally, image intensity (Fig. 3c) is lowest for 4 frames/s, 2 frame-averaged acquisitions, although not all differences are significant (p = 0.53 between 1.5 and 3 Hz; p = 0.0034 between 3 and 4 Hz, 2-frame averaging; p = 0.0154 between 1.5 and 4 Hz, 2-frame averaging). It should be noted that the 3D nature of the ultrasound volumes allows detection of additional vessels in depth which are not differentiable in standard optical images and also enables measurement of vessel tortuosity, an inherently 3D measurement which cannot be made in 2D optical images.
In the 4 frames/s, 2 frame-averaged acquisition, the smallest vessels having slower reperfusion rates have not had sufficient time between transmit events for microbubble reperfusion. This phenomenon is shown in Fig. 4 , which displays the maximum intensity projection image of the 1.5 frames/s acquisition alone (a), with a 3 frames/s overlay (b), and with a 4 frames/s, 2 frame-averaged overlay (c). In (b), there are some regions in which the red 1.5 frames/s acquisition shows through the yellow 3 frames/s acquisition, indicative of the higher vessel density in the 1.5 frames/s acquisition. This effect is even more pronounced when the 4 frames/s, 2 frame-averaged acquisition is overlaid onto the 1.5 frames/s acquisition (c).
Perfusion Imaging in the Mouse Model
2D cines consisting of 100 frames were acquired in n = 5 mice, immediately followed by acquisition of a 3D acoustic angiography volume. The 2D dynamic contrast-enhanced perfusion image resulting from the 2D cine was spatially registered to the 3D volume of vascular anatomy. This allows the perfusion map (time to 20% peak enhancement) to be overlaid onto the acoustic angiography volume in order to visualize the relationship between microvascular structure and perfusion in this single slice (Fig. 5) . In examining the perfusion map in Fig. 5c , the largest vessels can be seen to qualitatively exhibit the highest reperfusion rates (brightest color), while smaller vessels have slower reperfusion rates (darker colors). The relationship between diameter and perfusion rate for all five mice is shown in Fig. 6 . A moderate positive correlation between vessel diameter and mean perfusion rate (q = 0.57) was observed using the described imaging technique in the 2D cross-sectional perfusion maps of 5 animals. While arteries and veins have different perfusion rates and are not separated in this work, this correlation is significant at a level of a = 0.05 (p = 5.6196 9 10 28 ), and is consistent with previous observations.
24,50
DISCUSSION
Effect of Varying Frame Rate
The slowest frame rate tested (1.5 frames/s) enables sensitivity to smaller vessels (Fig. 2c) , and the smallest of these vessels fall below the imaging resolution of the current system (~100 lm). Therefore, the 1.5 frames/s acquisition contains many sub-resolution vessels which cannot be segmented. The detection of sub-resolution vasculature also decreases contrast of the resolvable vessels (Fig. 3c) , and makes segmentation of individual vessels more difficult in the 1.5 frames/s image (Fig. 3a) . The higher frame rates resulted in more conspicuous vessels having diameters in the resolvable range and facilitated segmentation of these vessels (Figs. 2, 3) . The higher variance in vessel diameter for the 3 frames/s acquisition is likely due to the fact that this rate allows increased reperfusion in smaller vessels relative to the faster frame rate (4 frames/s), while enabling clearer visualization of the 100-200 lm vessels than the slowest frame rate. An example of this is further illustrated in Fig. 4 .
Acquisition rate does not seem to affect measured tortuosity (Fig. 3b) . Similarly, observed differences in image intensity are indicative of the fact that as frame rate or averaging increase, microbubbles have less time to reperfuse, resulting in fewer microbubbles to image and thus lower observed image intensity. Presence of clouds of microbubbles which do not appear to belong to individual vessels indicates sensitivity to microbubbles in sub-resolution vessels. While this ability to detect microbubbles in sub-resolution vessels can be useful in some scenarios, 11 in other situations it may be preferable to use higher frame rates with averaging in order to form higher contrast images of moderatelysized vessels for efficient image segmentation.
Sources of Variance and Tradeoffs in Superharmonic Contrast Imaging
By imaging the chorioallantoic membrane model, we have demonstrated that variations in frame rate have little effect on the measured vessel diameter (Fig. 2a) , although varying frame rate does affect the diameter to which this imaging technique is sensitive (Fig. 3) , due to the underlying relationship between vessel diameter and blood velocity. Also, frame averaging reduces sensitivity to the smallest vessels, as the microbubbles in these vessels are destroyed by the initial pulse and have not had time to reperfuse by the arrival of the second pulse (Figs. 3a, 3c) .
In imaging in the mouse model, which has higher reperfusion rates but also higher attenuation than the CAM, we were able to demonstrate the ability to acquire high-resolution parametric perfusion images in a single slice with sensitivity to a range of perfusion rates (Fig. 5) . There is future potential for extending other dynamic contrast-enhanced approaches to superharmonic imaging, however they would also be constrained to 2D imaging using this transducer. A dualfrequency array 27, 34, 44, 65 would enable a greater variety of destruction reperfusion techniques by enabling increased spatial control over microbubble destruction as well as increased temporal control over frame rates, FIGURE 3 . Characteristics measured in the 12 chicken embryos in which images were acquired include (a) number of vessels per imaging volume, (b) tortuosity of those vessels as quantified by the distance metric, and (c) intensity of imaging volumes for three acquisition rates. Although differences were not significant, trends suggest that increasing frame rate does not greatly affect the number of vessels detected in an imaging volume, although acquiring at 4 Hz with 2-frame averaging tends to produce less variation in the number of vessels per volume (a) and lower mean image intensity (c), both which are presumably due to loss of signal from the smallest vessels. ) where the slower frame rate is more sensitive to microbubbles in small vessels, while (c) overlaid acquisitions at 1.5 frames per second (red) and 4 frames per second with 2 frame averaging (green) indicate many locations where the slower frame rate is more sensitive to microbubbles in small vessels. Scale bar indicates 2 mm.
an important consideration given that reperfusion rates clearly vary among vessels. It should also be noted that although imaging experiments presented in this article were performed in CAM and mouse models, we have previously demonstrated extensive imaging in rats with penetration depths in the range of 2-3 cm, 17, 59 depths to which the presented perfusion imaging approach is directly applicable. Further extension of the penetration depth would require designing transducers with deeper focal depths and/or lower combinations of frequencies. 28, 34, 40 Acoustic angiography is a tool for both pre-clinical imaging of animal models and clinical imaging in humans, for which a trial is currently underway. In addition to imaging microvascular anatomy, the creation of high resolution functional imaging techniques-including molecular imaging 41, 59 and perfusion imaging, demonstrated in this article-enables non-invasive physiological mapping in animal models. Further development of dual-frequency transducers in new form factors is required to deliver acoustic angiography to new applications in human imaging. 28, 34, 36 Dynamic Superharmonic Perfusion Imaging
In this article we have demonstrated the feasibility of single-slice dynamic contrast-enhanced perfusion imaging using superharmonic signals from microbubbles. The presented approach utilized ''time-to-peak'' processing on a per-pixel basis, although other approaches such as time-intensity curve analysis could also be utilized with the same superharmonic signals. 10, 22 While the high resolution of these 2D perfusion images suggests potential applications in oncology or cardiology, the ability to acquire 3D perfusion volumes with similarly high resolution and contrast-totissue ratio would build on existing 3D perfusion techniques and could prove to be a powerful clinical tool for localizing abnormalities in blood flow dynamics.
5,14,68
Summary
We have examined the dependence of high resolution acoustic angiography imaging and image-derived measurements on acquisition rate in a low flow scenario in vivo. Results indicate that more microvessels can be identified at a frame rate of 3 Hz, but that the vessels tortuosity as quantified by the distance metric remains similar across frame rates. Increasing frame rate and frame averaging produces images with higher contrast but reduces sensitivity to smaller vessels. We have also developed an approach for high resolution perfusion imaging and have demonstrated its feasibility in five mice, presenting the first dynamic contrastenhanced superharmonic perfusion image. Development of dual-frequency array transducers may improve the ability to perform dynamic contrast-enhanced perfusion imaging by enabling greater spatial control of transmitted beam profiles and a wider variety of acquisition rates, which may prove useful across various physiological flow environments.
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